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This ourse will introdue you to two mind-boggling theories at the heart

of our urrent understanding of the physial world: speial relativity and

quantum mehanis. As it happens, the groundbreaking work on both was

done in the early 20th entury. The theories we will study were largely

understood by about 1925, whih is \modern" in the sense that it omes

after 1685 (Newton) and 1860 (Maxwell). It is also modern in the sense

that the full theory of relativisti quantum mehanis is perfetly orret,

as far as we know, and many truly modern devies and bizarre phenomena

disovered after 1925 are well explained by it. There is one ath: though

we now understand how to onstrut quantum theories onsistent with spe-

ial relativity, we annot deal with the mathematial omplexities of suh

theories in this lass. We will be ontent to study speial relativity by itself

and non-relativisti quantum mehanis by itself. Still, we will learn muh

about spaetime and mass/energy, and muh about atoms, light, and the

physis underlying muh of hemistry and materials siene. Along the way,

questions about all sorts of physis an be entertained, from elementary

partile physis to materials physis and osmology.

The ourse has three essential omponents. First, there are lass meet-

ings MWF in whih I will leture and lead disussions. Seond, there are lab

meetings in whih you will work in pairs to perform experiments and report

the results in written form. Finally, there is the part where you work outside

of lass { doing homework problems, reading, disussing physis with lass-

mates, and talking to me. To be suessful (i.e., to really learn the material)

you have to do all of these well.

In all of your work for this ourse you must adhere to the Duke Com-

munity Standard. I will try to be expliit about what you are or are not

allowed to do, but I expet you to ask me if any ase arises that requires

lari�ation.
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1 Weekly shedule

� Classes will be held MWF 10:20-11:10 in Room 130 of the Physis

Building.

� Eah student will attend lab every week for two hours with their desig-

nated setion (Wed, Thurs, or Fri) in Room 005 of the Physis Build-

ing.

A detailed shedule an be found at

http://www.phy.duke.edu/ soolar/phy143/shedule11.html.

2 Texts

� \Is the moon there when nobody looks?" by D. Mermin (available in

Blakboard).

� \QED," by R. P. Feynman.

� \Modern Physis," by Bernstein, Fishbane, and Gasiorowiz

(a.k.a. BFG). This is the primary text for the ourse.

� Two artiles on a topi of your hoosing.

3 Homework

� There will be weekly homework sets onsisting of several problems.

Solutions to these problems may be available on the web or elsewhere,

but you are not allowed to look at them. You may talk with

lassmates about homework problems and work together, but you must

write your own solutions in your own words. The math assoiated

with eah solution should be arefully annotated so that all relevant

physial theories or assumptions are learly noted. All solutions must

be turned in on time for full redit (25 points). Solutions turned in up

to 48 hours late will inur a penalty (5 points). After that, solutions

will not be aepted for redit. In omputing your �nal grade, the

lowest weekly homework grade other than the last one (HW 11)

will be dropped.

� HW 11. During the last two weeks of the ourse, you will hoose

one of the following hapters of BFG to study on your own and do

homework problems from it:
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{ Chapter 11 { Complex Atoms and Moleules;

{ Chapter 13 { Deays, Radiation from Atoms, and Lasers;

{ Chapter 14 { Condutors, Semiondutors, and Superondutors;

{ Chapter 15 plus Setions 16-1,2,3 { The Atomi Nuleus plus

Antipartiles and QED; or

{ Chapter 17 plus Setions 18-1,4 { General Relativity plus Mi-

rowave Bakground.

There will be opportunities to disuss your hosen hapter in groups

during the last week of lasses.

4 Labs

Eah student will omplete �ve labs plus two short warm-up labs. There

will be two sessions devoted to eah lab and a omplete writeup will be due

one week after the seond session. Students will work in pairs, with eah

pair produing a single writeup. Guidelines will be explained in the �rst lab

sessions.

There are seven experiments available. Students will sign up during the

seond lab session for the �ve that they will perform.

5 Grades

Component Perentage of Course Grade

Homework 25%

Labs 25%

Two Midterms 12.5% eah

Final Exam 25%
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